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When the Abiding Truth That Everyone Fails at SelfRegulation Sometimes Leads to the Surprising
Conclusion That Everybody Should Be Locked Up.
Eric S. Janus, "The Preventive State, Terrorists and Sexual Predators: Countering the
Threat of a New Outsider Jurisprudence," 40
Crim. L. Buil. 576 (2004).
[Summary:] "Difficulty controlling" behavior is
ubiquitous among "normal" human beings.
IVIany people have difficulty - serious difficulty
- controlling their eating, smoking, gambling,
alcohol or drug use, computer gaming, or
work hours. Further, it turns out
(unsurprisingly) that impaired self-control is
almost a defining charactehstic of most people who engage in crime. Failure of selfcontrol is a characteristic that sex offenders about crime and criminality is that they arise
and other criminals share. Knight and Prentl<y
from lack of self-control. Most chmes are
report that "lifestyle impulsivity" is highly pre- impulsive actions, and most criminals exhibit
dictive of future sexual reoffending and is a broad and multifaceted patterns of lacking
"relatively robust predictor of reoffense risk self-control."9' In short, impaired self-control
across domains of criminal behavior." One does not make sex offenders different from
of the most widely accepted general theories other criminals - it is precisely what makes
of criminality, that of Gottfredson and Hirschi, them similar to other criminals.
argues that criminality stems from an underly- Notes:
ing deficit in self-control.89 Poor self-control is 88 Robert A. Prentky & Raymond A. Knight,
widely thought to be a "stable and robust Identifying Critical Dimensions for Discrimipredictor of reoffending among the general nating Among Rapists, 59 Jour, of Consultcriminal population."* As Baumeister et al. ing and Clinical Psychology 643, 643 (1991).
point out: "the most important generalization 89 See Daniel A. Krauss et al.. Beyond Pre-

diction to Explanation in Risk Assessment
Research: A Comparison of Two Explanatory Theories of Criminality and Recidivism, 23
lnt'IJ.L& Psychiatry 91, 98 (2000).
90 Robert J . McGrath, Sex Offender Risk
Assessment and Disposition Planning: A
Review of Empirical and Clinical Findings,
35 Int'l J . Offender Therapy and Comparative Criminology 328, 338 (1991).
91 Roy F. Baumeister et al.. Losing Control:
How and Why People Fail at Self-Regulation
11-12(1994).
Editor's Note: Let's assume that all in open
society have not yet committed a crime. Yet,
all criminals started as non-criminals, the only
discriminating fact being the lack of a conviction at that point. Therefore, the point in time
at which they were impulsive, or succumbed
to a sudden urge to commit a crime was
when they were free non-criminals. Had they
been confined at that point, their future
crimes could not have been committed.
Since no one can tell for certain who will
succumb to such criminal urges. It is necessary to lock up all for this preventive purpose.

News You Can Use
Static Pulls Its "Treatment-Preselected" and "High Risk/Need" Recidivism Probability
Tables & Tells All Evaluators to Use Only Their "Routine" Tables from Now on.
port treatment samples as a distinct type;
Article' R. K. Hanson et al. "What Sexual consequently the use of separate normative
Recidivism Rates Are Associated with Static- tables for treatment samples is not recom99R and Static 2002R Scores?," 28(3) Sexual mended. The current results reinforce the
Abuse: A Jour Of Res. & Treatment 218-252value of regulariy updating the norms for
(2016)
empirical actuarialrisktools."
Abstract Excerpt: "...The differences between Text Excerpts:
routine/complete and high-risk/high-need (p. 239:) "...The most common design for
samples, however, were only consistently sexual offender outcome studies are cohort
observed for offenders with low or moderate and incidental; assignment designs, which
scores: for offenders with high STATIC crucially depend on the assumption that the
scores, the 5-year sexual recidivism rates for expected recidivism rates are stable across
these two groups were not meaningfully differ- samples and settings..."
ent. There was only limited evidence to sup- (p. 240:) "When Static 99R or Static-2002R is

Responsivity
Reconsidered
Editor's Note: The following short excerpt
points up: (1) problems with the concept of
"responsivity" (which originally referred to
responsivity of the treatment program to the
specific needs of each client, but now has
curiously shifted to responsivity (typically
claimed lack of responsivity) of the client to

standardized treatment modalities of a given
program; and (2) difficulty in devising research
protocols that can isolate and study effects of
"responsivity," as originally meant. An even
larger difficulty concerns so-called dynamic
factors altogether, which, as the table below
shows, almost always intermingles static
factors with those which are supposed to be
purely dynamic. A previous article has already
pointed out the mostly-unproven status of
nearly all commonly-cited dynamic factors.

used as a stand-alone measure, our general
recommendation is to report only the recidivism rates for routine/complete samples."
(p. 241:) "Contrary to previous user guidance
(Phenix et al., 2012), we recommend against
using recidivism rate estimates based on
samples preselected for treatment."
(p. 242:) "Given the instability of absolute
recidivism rates, evaluators should also
consider whether it is necessary to report
absolute recidivism rates at all."

Excerpts from: Guy Bourgon, James Bonta
& Public Safety Canada, "Reconsidering the
Responsivity Principle: A Way to Move Forward," 78(2) Federal Probation 3- (Sept.
2014)
[Text Excerpts:]
(p. 3:).."In the Andrews, Bonta and Hoge
[1990] paper, four principles were presented
with respect to offender treatment. The first
three principles dealt with the who, what, and

'Table 1. Number of Offenders in the Re-Arrest During Supervision
Statistics by Month
:riminal History (Purely Static)
Antisocial Personality Pattern (early onset of antisocial behavior,
procriminal attitudes, previous failure on parole/probation, history of violent
behavior) (Purely Static)
Procriminal Attitudes (Dynamic)
Procriminal Companions (Dynamic)
Family/Marital (generalized family dysfunction, marital strife) (Purely Static)

Cato Chimes In:

Equal Rights for
Registered SOs

resistance of young victims.
But sex offender exceptionalism is what
the state argued, unapologetically. North
Carolina's brief asserted that it was a
First Amendment 'virtue, not a vice' that
Section 202.5 targeted the free speech
rights of only a 'small percentage of the
population.'32 'Sex offenders, in particular,' the state explained, 'have been
subjected to a variety of registration,
reporting, and residency restrictions, that
could not have been imposed on the
public at large.'32 And "courts have upheld' these laws 'based on the predictive
judgment that sex offenders are far more
likely to commit future crimes than other
citizens.'3" To the reader in search of a
limiting principle, the state offered this not
-very-reassuring one: the government's
'leeway' in 'dealing with' the constitutional
rights of 'this class of individuals' does
'not mean, of course, that States may
without cause deprive convicted persons
of their First Amendment rights.'3="
(pp. 72-3:) "A. Civil Death by 1000 Cuts?

David T. Goldberg & Emily R. Zhang,
"Our Fellow American, the Registered
Sex Offender," 2016-2017 Cato Supreme Court Review 59-103 (2017)
Text Excerpts:
(p. 66:) '...Ashcroft [535 U.S. 234
Education/Employment (level of education, unemployed, conflict at work)
(2002)] told the government it had the
(Purely Static)
First Amendment backward: it could not
Substance abuse (alcohol and/or drugs) (Nearly Purely Static)
punish an innocent, fully protected activity on the theory that someone with a
Leisure/recreation (lack of prosocial activities)" (Nearly Purely Static)
criminal purpose could put it to bad ends.
The government may not criminalize
possession of comic books merely be(pp. 7-8:) "...Different treatment models
cause they might facilitate criminal abuse
may also use different explanatory mech(Continued from page 1)
by someone inclined to do so. The way
anisms and terminology. For example to go is to prosecute those who use it (or
how of offender rehabilitation. The risk Marlatt's Relapse Prevention Framework
attempt to) for criminal purposes."
principle stated that the intensity of treat- (1985) and its variations use the concepts
(p. 68:) "Assessing the requirement that
ment should be matched to the risk level of 'triggers,' 'high risk situations,' and
'ample alternative channels' remain
of the offender, with the greatest amount 'outcome expectancies,' Beck (1979)
open, [the North Carolina Supreme
of treatment services being directed to talks of 'cognitive distortions' and
Court] urged Mr. Packingham to look on North Carolina's plea for exceptionalism
the higher-risk offender. The need princi- 'automatic thoughts,' and Yochelson and
the bright side: New York Times, Face- drew on both of these strands. First, it
ple dictated that treatment goals should Samenow (1977) use the language of
book, and Twitter might be off-limits, but suggested that registered sex offenders
be the criminogenic needs that are func- "thinking errors.'....
not wral.com (local Raleigh news) or are so different from 'us' that they might
tionally related to criminal behavior. The ...Many if not all cognitive-behavioral
pauladeen.com, which did not permit be 'strangerjsj' to the Constitution.39
responsivity principle directed service interventions have labels to assist clients
minors to create accounts. And of The state cited the very regularity with
providers to use cognitive-behavioral identifying problematic versus noncourse, he could express himself through which registrants are subject to restraints
techniques to bring about change while problematic thinking. They may be rephone calls and email. In an era when that 'could not have been imposed upon
being attentive to individual factors such ferred to as 'thinking errors,' 'cognitive
the president is announcing Supreme the public at large,' and the ease with
as personality, gender, and motivation. distortions,' or 'neutralizations.' or many
Court nominations on Twitter, these which 'courts have upheld' these reThe fourth principle was the override Other terms, each with similar but not
assertions would prove to be a millstone straints as evidence of their degraded
principle, which called for professional identical definitions and/or underiying
around the neck of Section 202.5 [the citizenship status.40 Second, it pointed
discretion in cases where behavior could meaning for behavior....
North Carolina statute at issue in Pack- to the reason for this: like Communists in
not be explained with existing knowledge.
...[T][he research support surrounding ingham]."
the mid-20th century (but unlike, say,
Since 1990 the RNR model has ex- specific responsivity pales in comparison
Jehovah's Witnesses), sex offenders are
(pp.
70-1:)
"Moreover,
Packingham's
panded to include many more principles [to risk/needs research]. ...A problem
not only despised, they are feared. They
side
could
(and
did)
take
solace
from
the
[Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; 2010b), but with responsivity research has been its
are perceived to be so dangerous, so
the principles of risk, need, and respon- focus on client attributes that are believed Court's decision in Simon & Schuster v. intent on causing harm (or constitutionally
Members
of
N.Y.
State
Crime
Victims
sivity remain at the core. Most of the to impact rehabilitation efforts rather than
incapable of stopping themselves), and
research has focused on the risk and on the characteristics and actions of Board^^ and Ashcroft.'^ The former held so stealthy in evading detection that their
unconstitutional
a
law
that,
like
Section
need principles, while the research on the therapists."
202.5, disadvantaged a particular class mere presence among the ordinary citiresponsivitv principle has been a poor References:
of speakers defined by a prior criminal zenry is an emergency condition, the sort
cousin. There are many reasons for this Andrews,D. A., Bonta, J. and Hoge, R.D.conviction: it imposed special burdens on of 'ticking time bomb' or 'clear and presituation, two of which are the ease of (1990). Classification for effective rehabil- their making money by selling their crime sent danger' before which ordinary conconducting research on risk and need itation: Rediscovering psychology. Crimi- stories. That measure - in an augur of stitutional rules recede.
compared to responsivity and the vague- nalJustice and Behavior, 17,19-52.
the emotive naming conventions that As a descriptive matter. North Carolina
ness of the original conceptualization of Andrews.DA. & Bonta, J. (2010a). The would prevail in sex-offender legislation was not wrong that states do impose on
responsivity by Andrews, Bonta. and OSvcholoQV of criminal conduct (5'" ed).was known as the 'Son of Sam' law and registrants a vast array of oppressive
Hoge (1990)
[W]e review [here] how Newark, NJ: LexisNexis/Matthew Bender. apparently had been prompted by rumors restrictions that they could not - and
the responsivity principle has come to Andrews.D.A. & Bonta J. (2010b).
that David Berkowitz, the serial killer who would not - impose on any other free
mean simply a consideration of client Rehabilitating criminal justice policy and
had terrorized New York City in 1977, citizens. Under other provisions of North
characteristics in the absence of the practice. Psychology Public Policy and was interested in a book deal. The Si- Carolina law, the same class of people
environment where the work takes place. Law, 16. 39-55.
mon and Schuster opinion did not take (sometimes a subset of them) is excluded
such as therapist/helper characteristics Marlatt, G.A. (1985). Relapse preven- long before it likened him - for First from churches, the grounds of the Gention: Theoretical rationale and overview of Amendment purposes - to Henry David eral Assembly, the state fair, and public
and skills...."
(p. 4:) "...[A]n assessment of dynamic the model. Relapse Prevention, 3-70
Thoreau, Malcolm X, and Saint Augus- schools and universities, not to mention
Yochelson.S. &
risk factors, particularly those factors that
tine, whose memoirs had recounted their shopping malls, all because of the conAndrews and Bonta (2010a) refer to as Samenow, S.E.
criminal exploits.* The Ashcroft decision cern that minors might at some point be
part of the Central Eightrisk/needfactors (1977). ]7)e
was likewise a valuable data point for the present there.41 Registrants nationwide
'no exceptions' side. The plaintiff in that are prohibited - either for life or for dec(Table 1, below), is crucial for effective Criminal Personality, Vol. II: The
case was the 'Free Speech Coali- ades after completing their sentences rehabilitation programming."
tion' (producers of adult pornography), from living, working, or just being near
[NOTE: For the confined, 6 of these 8 Change Process.
but, in vindicating the First Amendment, such places. These burdens are qualitafactors are purely or nearly purely static New York, NY:
the Court did not shrink from the reality tively different from the collateral consein nature, given that little or nothing in Jason Aronson.
that there exists 'subcultures' of persons quences of convictions for other crimes
confinement allows one to better them.
- pedophiles - who could and would use (which are themselves often meanOnly Items 3 and 4 apply to current matvirtual child pornography to overcome
ters and are therefore dynamic]
(Contlnued on page 3)

did we get to the point
tional' infringements? Does the record of principles that would govern any other t x
where basic liberties of
relative futility really mean that these laws law. That might itself be 'cause for danc• streets'91 - at least those jfree people to live, work, and go
spirited and counterproductive). Elected are perfectly constitutional? If so, how ing in the
representatives freely refer to registrants did this come to pass? How did we get to S t r e e t s which do not pass within 300 feet about their business are routinely
in detiumanizing terms ('toxic w/aste'),42 the point where basic liberties of free of a school or licensed daycare facility. subject to legislative extinction?
express glee at their hardships,43 seek people to live, work, and go about their While the legal analysis in Justice Kennere-election based on toughness against business are routinely subject to legisla- dy's McKune opinion kicks off with 'sex Other majority opinion has the Court
them - and w/hen their toughness is tive extinction? Relatedly, how did we offenders are a serious threat in this recognized the individual humanity and
called into question by TV provocateurs, get to the point at which it is permissible Nation' (uh oh), his Packingham opinion agency of persons on registries or the
they have been known to convene a to view every person on a registry as if he begins with 'the fundamental principle of possibility that they are 'especially' in
were like the defendant in the 1997 case the First Amendment that all persons need of enforceable constitutional rights.
special session to take action.44
(pp. 73-4:) "Nor was the state wrong of Kansas v. Hendricks, a member of thehave access to places where they can Nor has the Court previously pronounced
about how overwhelmingly and readily truly tiny class of persons whose person- speak and listen.'92 All persons. Sec- itself 'troubled' or 'unsettljedj' by the
these laws have been upheld by many ality disorder compels them to commit tion 202.5 may be said to be much more imposition of disabilities on people who
unconstitutional than the measure in have been convicted of registrable ofcourts. The North Carolina Supreme sexual acts against children?^'
Court upheld a town's ban of registrants As a matter of doctrine, the U.S. Su- Jews for Jesus only if the First Amend- fenses."
from its parks, rejecting a challenge by a preme Court had not, before Packing- ment rights burdened by the two laws - (p. 87:) "Taking these omissions and
man who had suffered a stroke who ham, passed upon second-generation those of registrants and those of 'all of us' assumptions together, the Court effecasked that his mother be allowed to push state laws that imposed substantive - are made of the same stuff.
tively held - even without saying so as
his wheelchair through the park across burdens on liberty on registrant status. Second, on a rhetorical level, the opin- directly as Judge Bybee did - that registhe street from where they lived.''^ Alt- Indeed, its precedents show signs that it ion exhibits similar progress. It twice trants are not second-class citizens and
hough it was 'stipulated that the park ... would not endorse exceptionalism. But describes those whose First Amendment that they are entitled (presumptively) to
contain[ed] no amenities for children,' the the Court has played an outsized and rights are abridged by Section 202.5 as full free-speechrights.^sThere is reason
court of appeals reasoned, that 'by re- lamentable indirect role in the 'signal 'persons who have completed their sen- for wishing that Packingham were a n
stricting only registered sex offenders bleed'52 that has led to the widespread tences' and elsewhere describes them even more visible 'milestone on the path
from entering public parks ...the ordi- belief among legislators and reviewing plainly as 'convicted criminals' and to a more decent, tolerant, progressive
nance promotes the general welfare and courts that such laws are sensible and 'registered sex offenders,' as opposed to society,'™ but it is a solid victory for the
safety of Woodfin's citizens, which is a unassailable, and increasingly that the 'sex offenders' - a term that appears important principle of free-speech equalilegitimate governmental purpose."^ And liberties of registrants are matters of some 17 times in Justice Alito's concur- ty and a welcome step away from meanrence (alongside references to 'abusers' ness and intolerance."
in Grady v. North Carolina, a North grace and not right."
and 'predators'). By contrast, the concur- (p. 91:) "...The very notion that the
Carolina appellate court held, even after
the Supreme Court's decision in United (p. 84:) "...The proposition that speech rence sees today's registrant as tomor- concurrence seems comfortable acceptStates V. Jones,48 that lifetime 24-hour- on the internet should receive full First row's 'repeat sex offender,' and everyone ing - that vast swaths of protected
satellite-monitoring of certain registrants Amendment protection was forcefully with a prior conviction - including, pre- speech could be punished based on the
did not even count as a 'search' for established almost 20 years ago in Reno sumably, Henry David Thoreau and possibility that individuals could abuse
V. ACLU,^^ when the internet truly wasMartin Luther King, Jr. - as a 'potential
Fourth Amendment purposes.
their rights for a nefarious purpose - is
'new [and] protean.'ss
recidivist.'"
what the First Amendment strongly
Before he hit 'post' on his fateful Face- By contrast, early on during oral argurejects. (Indeed, it is a notion that o r d i (p.
86:)
"Third,
the
opinion
made
no
book announcement, J.R. Packingham ment in Packingham, Justice Elena Kanary criminal law principles would reject:
had been compelled to quit a job in a gan casually outed the elephant in the mention of the statistics and the 'facts'
reading the New York Times could not
about
'sex
offenders'
that
have
caused
so
shopping mall kiosk because there was a room by referring to President Trump's
be punished as attempted bank robbery
daycare facility on the premises; he had unbridled use of Twitter.89 While we much trouble. Though well short of a
simply because the newspaper contains
mea
culpa,
this
silence
along
with
the
had to move when he was informed that may not be able to imagine with specificiarticles that a safe-cracker might find
his apartment was too close to another ty how the internet will be used in our notable outside fact-checking on this
useful.)"
facility. He surely had felt the sting of future - encyclopedic knowledge, singu- subject - offers up the hope that the
cycle
has
been
broken.
Indeed,
the
(p. 98:) "An interesting example is Unitthese laws in less direct ways. Indeed, larity, or a purely cloud-based U.S. Suthe premise of these measures is that preme Court? - the importance of the opinion refuses to say anything about ed States V. Brown'35 _ a decision issued
registrants are nothing but dangerous internet and its role as the dominant how dangerous 'sex offenders' are. The after the national alarm about Comand that their presence in a place pol- communications medium (among other closest it gets is its statement of how munist threat began to recede. The
lutes it for everyone else.
things) is no longer uncertain as it was in repugnant sexual offenses are - a state- Court held that a law barring ComBut in addition to these perils for Mr. Reno. The first part of the opinion may ment supported with a citation not to munists from holding union office was an
Packingham, this landscape created therefore be understood as a Reno trep- McKune but rather to Ashcroft, which, of unconstitutional bill of attainder. The
problems for Packingham. If, as courts penwitz: the language Justice Kennedy course, struck down a statute on First government had said the law was like 'a
and legislators widely assume, regis- wished had accompanied the truly vision- Amendment grounds - followed by an general rule to the effect that persons
trants may readily be excluded from the ary and path-breaking decision. The fact acknowledgement that 'valid laws' to possessing characteristics which make
'streets and parks' and public places that that the following was said 20 years too protect children from sexual abuse may them likely to incite political strikes
should not hold union office, [which had]
'time out of mind, have been used for late makes it all the more true: 'The be enacted.s-"'
purposes of assembly, communicating nature of a revolution in thought can be (pp. 86-7:) "Fifth, the Court observed that simply inserted in place of a list of those
thoughts between citizens, and discuss- that, in its eariy stages, even its partici- 'even convicted criminals - and in some characteristics an alternative, shorthand
instances especially convicted criminals,' criterion - membership in the Communist
ing public questions,'49 then why not pants may be unaware of it.'90
Facebook? If these exclusions are per- (p. 85:) "Although the opinion does not may have important things to say on Party.'"•= The 'fallacy' Brown rejected missible, does that mean that registrants break new ground on the technological social media - 'in particular if they seek that treating 'Communists' as 'those
are not a part of the 'public' or the 'citizen boundaries of the First Amendment, that to reform and to pursue lawful and re- persons likely to cause political strikes'
[ry]' whose 'privileges, immunities, rights, does not mean it is unimportant. But warding lives.'9' That in itself is a mile- was a mere 'substitution of a semanticaland liberty' the Constitution protects?50 discerning the opinion's contributions stone. This brief nod stops well short of ly equivalent phrase''^' - has been
More than any First Amendment doctrine, requires attention to something mostly the heartfelt welcome into the political central to oppressive legislation targeting
this logic of status-based degradation unsaid in the opinion: its almost com- community that Lawrence v. Texas and registrants: treating persons o n the
posed the most serious threat to Packing- plete, if exceptionally understated, em- Obergfell v. Hodges extended to other registry a s the semantic equivalent for
brace of the proposition that registrants Americans formeriy disdained as 'sexual 'predators' because they 'as a group' a r e
ham's challenge.
deviants.' But acknowledging that there (believed to be) more likely to offend."
(pp. 74-5:) "How likely was it that the are entitled to full citizenship rights.
Notes
Supreme Court would be swayed by the First and most important, the Court are registrants who seek 'lawful and
rewarding
lives'
and
are
entitled
to
that
28 502 U.S. 105 (1991).
logic of these other 'perfectly constitu- decided the case according to usual First
(Continued on page 4}
Amendment rules, applying the same pursuit - is entirely new terrain. In no
(Continued from page 2)
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Appeals appeal in the Karsjens et al. v.
vened one week after the host of
Johnson Piper et al. case (Appeal No.
"The O'Reilly Factor" described the
state's laws governing sex offenders 15-3485), the Brief of Amicus Curiae
Minnesota House of Representatives in
as evidence it didn't "seem to care
about" protecting children); Bonnie Support of Appellants and Requesting
Rochman, "Should Sex Offenders Be Reversal confirms that this was the legisBarred from Church?," Time, Oct 14, lative intent by declaring that its
'...authority includes the power to civilly
2009 (quoting sponsor of North
Carolina law as saying, "We feel it is commit individuals who pose ariskto the
public...,' and that the State's 'police
a good law. When a person takes
power' 'empowers the State to protect the
advantage of a child, I don't worry
public from dangerous individuals.' (pp.
about their constitutional rights.")
Standley v. Woodfin, 362 N.C. 328 4-5)" The correct answer is that civil Chapter 1), is an alternative, not a recommitment cannot be used to confine placement, means to the aforesaid
(N.C. 2008).
Standley v. Woodfin, 186 N.C. App. persons merely because they are "Sexually Psychopathic Personality"
134,138,164 n. 9 (N.C. App. 2007). 'dangerous' or deemed to pose some ("SPP") law for commitment of a sex
'risk to the public' Except where some offender. The terms of the SPP law are
135 S.Ct. 1368(2015).
mental illness or disorder exists and extraordinarily amorphously vague, quotSomewhat incongruously, registrants substantial difficulty in controlling one's ed here;
- and other felons - are not stripped actions prompted by some sexual im- "any person of such conditions of emoof the franchise in North Carolina,
pulse, such dangerousness orriskcan be tional instabilitv, or impulsiveness of
though, lost they forget their status,
considered in a decision as to one's behavior, or lack of customary standthe state does have a special law
liberty only in the context of criminal ards of good iudgment, or failure to
requiring that they notify the school
sentencing. Pearson; Fousha; Hendricks; appreciate the consequences of personprincipal if their polling place is in a
Crane. Surely the Minnesota Legislature al acts, or a combination of any of these
school. N.C. Gen., Stat Sec. 14and its attorneys must have known this in conditions, which render the person
208.18(e).
1994. This claim of legislative power to irresponsible for persona! conduct with
confine for dangerousness alone is itself respect to sexual matters, if the person
521 U.S. 346 (1997).
dangerous in its amorphous boundless- has evidenced, by a habitual course of
United States v. Playboy Entm't
ness.
misconduct in sexual matters, an utter
Group, Inc, 529 U.S. 803, 807
lack of power to control the person's
Hypothesized
rationalizations
that
suf(2000).
fice to sustain a law in ordinary rational- sexual impulses and, as a result, is
Pac/(/ng/7am, 137S. CL at 1736.
basis cases don't suffice once animus is dangerous to other persons." (Minn.
W. (No. 15-1194), Transcript of Oral detected. [Carpenter id. at 190]. Fur- Stat. § 253D.02, subd. 15; Minn. Stat §
Arg.,at 27-28.
ther, no presumption of constitutionality 253D.07; emphasis supplied to highlight
for
congressional acts can apply to evade vague provisions).
W. at 1736.
the invalidating effect of the impermissi- The deliberate legislative choice to retain
Harry Kalven, Jr., The A/ew York
ble aim of inflicting such animus. this boundless vagueness demonstrates
Times Case; A Note on "The Central
[SmithKline Beacham Corp. v. Abbott the legislative intent that the SPP law be
Meaning of the First Amendment,"
Laboratories, No. 11-17357 & 11-17373,applied to virtually any sex offender any
1964 Sup. Of. Rev. 191, 221 &n.
slip op. at 20 (Jan. 21, 2014), online at prosecutor would chose to. By the terms
125.
http;//cdn.ca9, uscourts.gov/datastore/ of the SDP law, the Minnesota LegislaPac/f/ng/iam, at 1735.
opinions/2014/01/24/11-17357.pdf).
ture allowed for commitment of individuIt is enough to show that animus materi- als who did not exhibit an "utter lack" of
the majority.
94 ;^s/)craff, 535 U.S. at245.
ally influenced the outcome; an impermis- power to control their "sexual impulses."
N.C. Gen. Stat Sec. 14-208.18(a).
97 Packingham, a{ mi.
sible degree of animus will be found The new SDP category also removed the
Some of these provisions were
99 Harris, 772 F.3d at 572 ("We accord- when such animus was a substantial requirement that the offender's history of
enjoined in Does v. Cooper, 148 F.
ingly agree with the district court that factor in passage of an enactment, rather sexual misconduct be "habitual." The
Supp. 3d 477 (M.D. N.C. 2015) while
registered sex offenders who have
than the sole factor. [Carpenter, note SDP law has three elements. However,
Packingham was pending.
completed their terms of probation
186; "The 'material influence' standard is their coverage is neariy universal. Those
Doe V. Pataki, 940 F. Supp. 603, 621
and parole 'enjoy the lull protection suggested by John Hart Ely. Ely, De- three elements are; one who —
-22 (S.D. NY. 1996), rev'd in part
oif the First Amendment."
mocracy and Distrust [supra] at 138. "has engaged in a course of harmful
120 F.3d 1263 (2dCir. 1997) (noting
100
Bd. Of Trustees of Univ. of Ala. v. Under this standard, animus does not sexual conduct";
that, during debate on New York's
have to be the sole or primary purpose of "has manifested a sexual, personality,
Garrett, U.S. 356, 375 (2001).
(viegan's Law, state legislators rethe
law to violate the anti-animus princi- or other mental disorder or dysfunction";
ferred to convicted sex offenders as 135 381 U.S. 437(1965).
ple. It's enough that animus was a sub- and
"depraved," "animals," and "the
136 Id at 455.
stantial factor in the outcome")
"as a result, is likely to engage in acts of
human equivalent of toxic waste".
The inference that animus was a mate- harmful sexual conduct."
Jesse James Deconto, Arrested for 137 Id
rial influence in the government's deci- Unlike other states with commitment
Going to Church, Charlotte Obsension is drawn from a totality of the evi- laws aimed specifically at sex offenders,
er, Aug. 22, 2009 (quoting state Sen.
Gladden Excerpt:
dence, rather than a mechanical rule. under the Minnesota Civil Commitment
David Hoyle. saying, "as far as I'm
The animus decisions, especially Wind- Act of 1994 (1994 Minn. Laws, 1st Speconcerned, they've lost all their rights
sor, taken together with the racial- cial Session, Chapter 1), a committed sex
- to go to church ...to go to McDonpurpose decisions, suggest that these offender is not entitled to any periodic
ald's to get a cheeseburger if they've
(Last Part)
factors include consideration of the statu- hearing at which the State again bears
got the slides. They have made that
choice. They have imposed that on
In point of fact. Paragraph 57, supra, tory text (textual). (Romer v. Evans, 517 the burden of proof that the person conthemselves. I didn't")
alleges that "Minnesota's MCCTA of U.S. 620, at m,Windsor, 133 S.Ct. at tinues to meet the commitment criteria.
See; "Recent Legislation," 119 Han. 1994 is not based on psychological sci- 2693.) The "Sexually Dangerous Per- The political and legal context of pasL Rev. 940-942 (2006) (explaining h ence, but instead merely on legislative sons" ("SDP") law, created by said Min- sage, including a historical background
that stringent Alabama legislation
concerns of public safety by preventive nesota Civil Commitment Act of 1994 demonstrating past discriminatory acts,
(Continued on page 5)
was passed at special session con- detention. In the Eighth Circuit Court of (1994 Minn. Laws, 1st Special Session,

(Continued from page 3)

29 Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalitior).
535 U.S. 234 (2002).
30 S;monSSc/7US/er, 502 U.S. at 12122. Amazingly, David Berkowitz, ttie
"Son of Sam" - still serving ttie over300-year sentence imposed at a time
wfien transistor radios were many
New Yorkers' primary source of
information - tias a vital internet
presence. He experienced a religious conversion in 1987 and now
45
calls fiimself ttie "Son of Hope."
Supporters tiave created a site that
contains his religious-themed videos, 46
along with an apologetic account of
his murder spree.
47
31 Ashcroft, 535 U.S. at 245. Neither 50
decision was directly controlling.
Simon & Schuster addressed content
-based distinction between crime
memoirs and other writings. The law
in Ashcroft did not single out pedophiles, but rather prohibited all virtual
child pornography.
32 Pacl<ingham. 137 S.Ct. 1730 (2017),
Brief for Respondent at 11 (No. 1551
1194).
33 W. at19.
52
34 Id.
35 W. at 19-20.
39 Romerv. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 635 88
(1996).
40 This line of argument has more than 89
faint echoes of the ultimate target of
Justice Harlan's Plessy dissent - the 90
majority opinion in Dred Scott v.
91
Sanforcf, 60 U.S. 393,409 (1857),
which had treated the indignities
piled on free African Americans as
proof that, as a matter of constitutional law, theirrights'might [be]...
withheld or granted at the pleasure of 92
41

42

43

Equal Protection

44

that problem in the criminal statutes that the person might do.... That's the reason following conclusion of this excerpt,
prompts the need for civil commitment we're committing these people." (shows immediately infra)
and a departure from ttie usual substan- procedures for those people who are preventive detention aim based on specu- 1st Batch, Set 2. Disk 2 @ 30:20: Sen.
Newville: "Nick Wong from Hennepin
tive considerations governing the deci- likely to recommit another sex offense." lation of future crime)
sion, especially if the considerations (showing that the concern was not with ;1st Batch. Set 2, Disk 1 @ 18:33: Sen. County testified before this Commission.
usually relied upon by the decision maker mental malfunctions, but merely with Corscaden: "...We're using a mental I don't think that he appeared yesterday,
strongly favor a decision contrary to the perceived likely recidivism by sex offend- health commitment for a broad public but he made a statement that he prefpurpose of protection in this particular aced by saying this is politically incorrect
one reached (contextual). (See Depart-ers).
definition." (ditto)
to say. and what he was saying was that
ment of Agriculture v. Moreno, 413 U.S.
1st Batch. Set 1, Disk 2 @ 33:11: John
528 at 537-38 (1973); City of Cleburne v.KinA/in. Ass't Attorney General: As you'll 1st Batch, Set 2, Disk 1 @ 19:16: Sen. those 67 people in the hospital now and
Cleburne Living Center, 473 U.S. 432 atsee in the bill you're going to look at later Fenn: "It seems to me that the sexually those other 400 or so that might be
448 (1985); Romer, 517 U.S, at 623-24; on, in the new statutory language, we dangerous person commitment provision possible commitments, maybe society
Windsor, 133 S.Ct. at 2693-94; see alsosuggested the finding of disorder in a could apply even if there was no criminal just has to bite the bullet and realize that
Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing
different way, that has nothing to do with conviction. That you're not necessarily there's not much we can do about those
Corp., 429 U.S. 252, at 257-59 (1977). the level of control." (showing the aim to punishing someone by doing this, but people. We sentenced them under laws
As to the preceding political and legal disregard any requirement for lack of perhaps maybe the main witness is dead, that existed many years ago. and now
but you may have trouble proving criminal- we're coming back and wanting to re-do
context of the reaction to the Minnesota' volitional control).
Supreme Court's rulings in the controver- 1st Batch, Set 1, Disk 3 @ 01:00: Sena- ly beyond a reasonable doubt that the what we had in place many years ago.
sial Linehan and Rickmyer cases at the tor Berglund: "I believe that there's an individual committed the crime, but why ...What we have to do now is look prooutset of 1994, the year that later saw/ element of planning that goes into all of then do we have to wait around for some spectively, because we have a double
MCCTA passage, Paragraphs 218-221 of these crimes." (indicating disbelief in any more deaths to happen before we can problem. What do we do with people
Section IX, and 297-302 of Section X.D., role of volitional impairment and intent to commit them?" (showing the aim to pre- who have already been through the
ventive detention even without criminal criminal system that we can't re-try crimisupra, are hereby realleged, republished, legislate in disregard of same).
nally? And so we're coming up with this
and incorporated here by this reference. 1st Batch, Set 1, Disk 4 @ 09:40: Sena- conviction, but rather in lieu of it)
1st Batch, Set 2, Disk 1 @ 23:53: Sen. alternative civil process." (This full quote
The legislative proceedings, including tor Bishop: "We are basically saying, 'We Fenn: "I think we ought to be looking at demonstrates that legislators understood
evidence of animus that can be gleaned don't care if ability to control is an issue the safety of the public and balancing that that the bill's intent was to use a device
from the sequence of events that led to as for sexually dangerous persons; this is against the rights of the individual, you styled as civil commitment as a frank
passage, the legislative procedure, and not to be an element." (showing intent to know, to be free in our society...." means to effect preventive detention of
the legislative history accompanying dispense with volitional impairment re- (showing intent to impose 'pure' preventive those in full volitional control.)
passage (procedural). (See Moreno, 413 quirement).
detention, without regard to the mental 1st Batch, Set 2, Disk 3 @ 06:07 &
U.S. at 536-57; Windsor, 133 S.Ct. at 1st Batch, Set 1, Disk 6 @ 39:40: Skip illness/disorder or volitional impairment 10:52: Sen. Betzold: "Well, the lines 8
2694-95. Citing Windsor and the other Humphrey, Attorney General: "...And elements constitutionally required for through 10, this is in response to the
animus decisions, a Michigan district under the new [SDP] standard, it is not commitment)
Linehan decision, where we're saying,
court relied on legislative history to con- necessary to prove that that person has
you don't have to prove inability to conclude that the state's denial of benefits to an inability to control his sexual impuls- 1st Batch, Set 2, Disk 1 @ 49:41: Sen. trol. Whatever that means, that's not
Newville:
"...[T]hat's
why
this
Commission
same-sex partners was rooted in animus. es." (ditto)
really going to be a factor in these other
Bassett v. Snyder, 951 F.Supp.2d 939, 1st Batch. Set 1, Disk 7 @ 05:44: Mi- : report came up with the second prong or items." "We specifically say, on line
test
of
proving
commitment:
not
necessari968 [E.D. Mich. 2013] ["The historical chael Freeman, Hennepin County District
number 9, inability to control is not part
background and legislative history of the Attorney: "We need that tool [civil com- ly uncontrollable, but unwilling as well - of this test. Whereas it was part of the
Act demonstrate that it was motivated by mitment of sex offenders] still to keep the because the current law deals more with Pierson test, it is not part of this definition
animus against gay men and lesbians."]. streets a little bit safer." (indicating a sole volition. If you have the ability to control of a Sexually Dangerous Person." (show
See also Arlington Heights, 429 U.S. atconcern with crime prevention, not men- 'your conduct, then you don't meet the that the intent to dispense with volitional
current statute, so we're creating a new
268 [inquiring into legislative history to tal problems).
impairment element was quite deliberone." (showing legislative intent to use
find racial purpose].)
1st Batch, Set 1, Disk 7 @ 09:36: Miate)
SDP law to commit those who have undisThe 1994 MCCTA Legislative record- chael Freeman, Hennepin County District
puted full volitional control).
1st Batch, Set 2, Disk 4 @ 24:35: Chair,
ings (CDs) excerpt transcripts, appearing Attorney: "It's my understanding that it's
1st Batch. Set 2, Disk 2 @ 29:14: Sen. unidentified, apparently Sen. Reichgott:
after paragraph 222 in Section IX, supra, the intent of the legislature to provide an
Newville: "...[W]hat we're doing [in using "...I like the fact that we have basically
evince numerous demonstrations of the alternative definition of the word 'control'
the Psychopathic Personality law to com- two approaches going forward because I
harshest opprobrium as animus against and 'harm' that will clarify the applicability
mit sex offenders] is using that statute, not think we can have a much greater
sex offenders in general and especially of the statute in order to protect and
for people who are truly utteriy unable to chance of keeping these sexual predaas to those who have two or more in- defend the people of the state." (intent to
control their conduct, but we're using it as tors off the streets with one or both
stances of sex crimes, quite apart from act in derogation of constitutional safean extension of the criminal system. approaches." (demonstrates that the
whether any sex offender has an actual guards for those under commitment
We're using it to keep people out of circu- MCCTA bill was intended to serve as a
serious problem with control of his behav- petition standards)
lation ~ like Linehan - who are able to second equivalent to the incarcerative
ioral response in reaction to ay sexual 1st Batch, Set 1, Disk 8 @ 03:00: Rep.
control their conduct, who plan- all this power of the criminal justice system)
impulse. For example, see the following Bishop: "the psychopaths or whatever
conduct is volitional, and what the Su- 1st Batch. Set 3, Disk 2 § 12:51: Rep.
passages from hearings/meetings of the you call them, sexual psychopaths, they
preme Court is really saying, I think, is that Bishop: "We're talking about people who
legislative Task Force on Sexual Preda- are clever, they plan, they do know how
you can't use it for those people. The are extremely dangerous, who kill, rape,
tors and of the various committees of the to control, but they won't. ...[Y]ou can
criminal system is more appropriate for cut. who cause enormous damage to
Legislature considering the proposal to predict that they're going to reoffend
those people, and that's the basis for the others,... I think that what we have to do
revamp the sex offender commitment law sometime. They're gonna plan it. they
minority report that I offered in this task is talk about what is the appropriate way
(which later became the MCCTA of are in fact predators, and we can't control
force report, if anybody chose to see that to protect society." (shows blatant ani1994):
'em. What is the future? Vigilantism? in the report. I have a concern that if we're
mus and intent to disparage as well as
1st Batch. Set 1, Disk 1 @ 24;35: Mariys Death penalty? What else? Society won't gonna be addressing this problem, it really
injure those subjected to commitment
Macpherson, of the Legislative Auditors tolerate constant attacks, murders, rapes ought to be in the criminal side of it. We
underthe MCCTA of 1994)
Office: "So once they've served [their by these small number of predators." \d do that relatively simply. I think, but
1st Batch, Set 3. Disk 2 @ 19:50: Rep.
prison sentence], the Department of (ditto; also, intent to use commitment the leaders have chosen that we're not
Corrections has no authority to hold them purely for incapacitation of those able to going to deal with criminal matters on this
is the future?
beyond their scheduled release date. control sexual impulses.)
special session. There was a ~ I forget
Vigilantism?
And that is what, of course, prompts the 1st Batch, Set 2, Disk 1 @ 12:30: Sen. the man's last name, but someone Death penalty? What else?
problem of how you deal with sex offend- Betzold: "...[T]here is a lot of speculation Nick? from Hennepin County...." (see note
(Continued on page 6}
ers who pose a risk to reoffend. ...So it is and it's a battle of the experts as to what
(Continued from page 4}
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the fact that this uncontrollable behavior m a y
quirements for civil commitment.)
1st Batch. Set 3, Disk 3 @ 50:32: (same may be very carefully structured, manipu- n e v e r
Bishop: [Referring to an article he circu- speaker): "I know of situations I was lative behavior on the part of these indi- u n d e r lated to Task Force members present, he facing in practice where the victim was viduals. They select the children they s t a n d ,
quotes it thus:) "There are probably only not going to be allowed to testify in a prey upon. If you were to randomly to go they are
a few thousand highly dangerous sex criminal case because she was a little girl out in the park and molest children, you u t t e r l y
criminals in the country.
These and was badly damaged. Her parents would get arrested very quickly. How lacking a
[commitment] laws are a way to keep would not let her go through the trauma does a pedophile select these children? m o r a l
them out of circulation." (shows preven- of a trial to a jury with defense counsel ... Again, that is a category of victims that compass
tive detention aim solely in response to cross-examining her. And the trial for is very difficult for us to prosecute. In or conscience, which makes them very
pursuing a commitment as a psycho- order to do something about these individ- difficult to treat, to rehabilitate, or restrain.
perception of "danger")
1st Batch, Set 3, Disk 2 @ 26:10: Attor- pathic personality was much less trau- uals, we need a civil tool, and we need a Now these sexual predators have repeatney General H.H. ("Skip" Humphrey III: matic. ...That's an option...." (shows tool that is broad enough to encompass edly raped, brutalized, terrorized, and
"The job that we have before us today is intent to allow commitment cases to this kind of behavior. That is, behavior as murdered children, women, and men, and
to find a way to maintain the public safety serve as a substitute for criminal proce- I say, where the individual is crazy as a shown little or no remorse for the lives
in the face of some of the most danger- dure, thus end-running all of a criminal fox. ...That doesn't take care of the they have ruined. For society, keeping
individual where we can't proceed with a them off our streets is literally an issue of
ous predators in our society.... The very defendant's rights)
serious nature of the danger that is then 1st Batch. Set 4, Disk 2 @ 1:04:32: Ms. criminal prosecution. We need to have life or death. (This shows extreme discaused by these individuals, I think we Ostrem:
"Certainly there is a public this as an independent civil statute, where torted disparagement as well as intent to
have to keep that in mind.... So we must policy ...that says there are certain per- we can go forward regardless of the harm. It literally amounts to deliberately
use the full force of the law to keep these sons that we need to keep the public safe criminal prosecution that might exist. And whipping a frenzy of hysteria.)
rapists and pedophiles from victimizing from. And as a public policy, we launch frankly, in some cases we should be able 1st Batch, Set 6. Disk 1 @ 10:40: Hubert
the next woman, the next child, the next the kind of vehicle in which to keep the to do it even if the person hasn't at that (Skip) Humphrey, Attorney General:
family in our society." (shows animus and public safe. The Supreme Court upheld point in time committed a criminal of- "Now, there seem to be two problems
intent to disparage as well as harm; also in the Blodgett decision the fact that fense." (This shows that the legislative created by the Linehan and Rickmyer
shows that legislative intent is to preven- public safety has an overriding value in aim is to create a substitute for prosecu- decisions. Based on Linehan. some
tively detain, regardless of mental ele- society. ...[Tjhe primary public percep- tion, or as an addition to it, for prosecutori- predators who pose an extreme sexual
ments for commitment)
tion is something through which to keep al advantage. Yet this also states quite danger to the public may not be subject to
1st Batch. Set 3, Disk 2 @ 31:02: Attor- the public safe. ...[Ojnce the public is candidly that, contrary to an impulse commitment, because the court finds that
ney General H.H. ("Skip" Humphrey III: assured they have safety, then they start succumbed to, almost all sex crimes are they are merely unwilling, rather than
"...Now is the time to work together and to say, 'Well, yes, I'm angry at these elaborately planned and very carefully utterly unable to control their sexually
find the solutions that will protect us from people and I want to be safe from them, executed. This inherently bespeaks not dangerous conduct. The result of this
these dangerous predators and to keep but do I want to spend $260 a day versus just the existence of full volitional control, decision, I think, should be changed.
them off our streets." (shows preventive $114 a day?' ...[Bjut the overriding public but further, of masterful planning, conniv- Whether someone's disorder makes him
detention intent, animus and disparage- pressure comes when they want some ing, and manipulation - indicia of pro- unable to control his sexual assaultivement)
vehicle to which we can define who we found advance deliberation and premedi- ness, or unwilling to control it, the result
tation.)
to his victims is exactly the same..." (This
1st Batch. Set 3. Disk 3 @ 31:38: uniden- truly are afraid of and need to be protectshows the utter disregard for the constitued
from...."
(demonstrates
that
the
pri1st
Batch,
Set
5.
Disk
2
@
57:31
&
58:36:
tified Task Force member: "I don't care
personally about whether somebody can mary public policy aim served by the Raymond Schmitz, Olmsted County Attor- tional requirement of volitional impaircontrol what they don't. It seems to me MCCTA is simply public safety from sex ney: [Referring to the testimony of victims ment. Also note the deliberate conflation
;in a civil commitment trial] "I think you of "controlling" and eliminating sexual
that if they have the ability to know what criminals)
they're doing, be able to control it. but do 1st Batch, Set 5, Disk 2 @ 46:30: Ray- jean proceed without those same witness- behavior. Humphrey is rhetorically seeknot do so on a repeated basis, then they mond Schmitz, Olmsted County Attorney: les because in large part you can base ing agreement with a fallacy: that any
demonstrate that they're an animal. And "Why do we need both a civil and a crimi- your testimony on the testimony of ex- illegal sexual actions evidence someone
as far as I'm concerned, what we are nal? I think that one of the things you perts. In other words, it might not be unable to control one's actions - in other
doing here ...we do not let mountain lions have just heard in the analysis, and it's necessary to have the child there, it might words, the fallacy that if you commit any
roam around our cities at night. If we important that you look at these statistics, be possible to approach it with a physi- sex crime, you are out of self-control.)
had tigers, we wouldn't let them. We and also look at the fact that we are not cian, a social worker, with other individu- 1st Batch. Set 6. Disk 1 @ 32:24: Hubert
don't let bears even roam around when going to be able to prosecute every als who could simply testify about the (Skip) Humphrey. Attorney General:
they come down from the woods inio the sexual assault case that occurs in the behavior of the defendant, not the victim." Members of the Task Force, I believe all
cities and around the homes. These state of Minnesota, even under the best "...We would not have to bring the child in of us here, the legislative leadership, and
people are animals. What distinguishes of circumstances. There are a number of in that fact situation, for example, to testify the Governor, share the same goal. We
them from us is that we rely on people reasons for that. I don't think I have to go what happened to the child. The doctor want to keep these violent sexual predawith a conscience that those people through all of them, but many of the could testify that I have examined the tors off our streets and safe from society.
restrain themselves ~ and they don't. cases simply are not going to be prose- defendant, and based on this fact situa- 11 am hopeful that these proposals provide
They are not going to stop what they're cutable because the victim is not willing tion, my medical opinion, to a reasonable a meaningful roadmap." (Again, this
doing. ...I don't believe they have the to go through the arduous criminal pro- medical certainty, is that this person fits shows the preventive detention aim.)
same civil rights anymore. That's my cess. And without a cooperative victim, the definition of a psychopathic personali- 1st Batch, Set 6, Disk 1 @ 41:28: Arne
problem. A big serious problem as a we are relatively stymied. We have ty or whatever we're calling it at that point Cartson, Governor: "The [Governor's]
lawyer. I've been a defense lawyer. I've children who are victims where the par- in time. So we could not have to have work group has met intensively over the
never been a prosecutor. I defended a ents for very good reasons suggest that that same evidentiary standard." (Thus, past several weeks, searching for a sure
psychopath. ...I think we have a collision they do not wish the children to go again, this uses a commitment proceeding and swift way to detain these dangerous
of society and our constitution, and what through this process. ...[Tjhe people to avoid the protections a criminal case predators." (Again: shows preventive
we have is a way - we now know sexual we're talking about as being crazy are offers to the defendant and the limits it detention aim.)
predators are different, and are animals, crazy like a fox. And one of the realities imposes on the prosecution.)
1st Batch, Set 6. Disk 1 @ 42:09: Arne
and I think we control violent and danger- is that a number of people that we look at 1st Batch. Set 6. Disk 1 (5) 07:37: Hubert
Cartson, Governor: "We believe that we
ous animals, and I think we have to do it as psychopathic personalities, while their ;(Skip) Humphrey. Attorney General: "We
have developed a constitutionally sound
for people who act like animals." (This behavior's uncontrollable, are very care- should also pause at the outset of this
basis for commitment when any mental
shows animus and disparagement, as ful in how they engage in what they are discussion to reflect on who these crimidisorder or dysfunction has made a perwell as inflicting harm of preventive de- doing. ...I would suggest to you that as nals are. They are not merely criminal
son unable or unwilling to control behavtention, regardless of constitutional re- we write this statute, we have to look at sex offenders. They are sexual psychopathic predators. For reasons that we ior. MaybOj Mr. Linehan can control his
(Continued from page 5)
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again, this is pure preventive detention, ^ ^ T ^ you have the ability to can be committed under the expansive
unabashedly admitting that psychiatrist
- L i - control your conduct, then SDP formula for the same purpose:
impulses, but he chooses not to. Wheth- are being enlisted to provide 'cover' over you don't meet the current statute, prevention of sex offenses through preer he cannot or does not would be irrele- this true aim.)
so we're creating a new one."
ventive detention.
vant under our proposal." (Again, this 1st Batch, Set 7, Disk 1 @ 15:24: Rep.
At 46:45, Bishop stated that such condoes away with the necessary element of Bishop: "...[T]hese men are tigers! And planning and grooming) is obviously not a finement will be accomplished in the
volitional impairment.)
we have to keep them locked up." matter of lack of control of impulse, but, future by indeterminate sentencing for
1st Batch, Set 6. Disk 2 @ 44:28: Rep. (disparagement and animus shown)
to the contrap/, a matter of lengthy delib- sex crimes, to be enacted later. But for
Bishop: "Well, Mr. Janus, I put it to you 1st Batch, Set 7. Disk 1 @ 25:47: Tom eration and premeditation
now, this purpose must be effected
that we must have, as a civil statute, the Foley, Ramsey County District Attorney:
Taking over the explanatory role. Rep. through civil commitment. [This implies
ability to contain people who can control "Members of the Minnesota County Bishop (at 34:10) noted that a recent bill that the confinement of the SPP/SDP bill
themselves, but don't and are estab- Attorneys Association, working with the for indeterminate sentencing failed, im- is the same as that of the criminal law:
lished by a pattern of behavior to indicate draft proposal submitted by the Hennepin plying that the SPP/SDP bill is a substi- preventive detention, irrespective of any
that they won't - That they are likely to County Attorney's Office, have crafted tute for that proposal, in turn implying that disorder, etc. actually affecting control of
re-engage - and we have a great deal of language which reflects modern psycho- the goal is preventive detention, iust as impulse.] He excuses this by explaining
testimony has been presented to us now, logical concepts, language which would such an indeterminate-sentencing bill for that it is "absolutely critical" that the
and previously, that there are such peo- permit prosecutors to indefinitely commit
sex crimes would have functioned. Bish- public recognize that those to be commitple..." [italics: emphasis by speaker] sexual predators such as Dennis Linehan
op stated that this Special Session was ted are "likely to reoffend" [again confirm(Again, this forsakes utterly the require- who choose not to control their sexual
urgently needed because of the Linelian ing that the concern is prevention of
ment of volitional impairment, in favor of impulse." (Again, ignoring the need for
and Ricl<mver decisions. Due to those crime through detention, regardless
a past-record-as-presumption-of-future- volitional impairment)
decisions, it is necessary to pass the bill, whether such feared future sex crimes
recidivism standard for commitment - in 1st Batch, Set 7. Disk 3 § 29:49: Caro[thus implying that the SPP/SDP bill is would be forced by uncontrollable imother words, pure preventive detention.) line Peterson. Assistant Hennepin Counneeded to prevent releases, i.e.. to con- pulse or simply deliberately chosen by
1st Batch, Set 6, Disk 3 @ 1:09:05: John ty Attorney:
"...The word, sexual
the offender. Also, note again that the
Kinwin, Ass't Attorney General: "It seems 'impulses' was offered as a general term tinue indefinite preventive detention].
claim of categorical likelihood of reto me that what this system is about - to describe urges, drives, or behaviors. At 45:00. Bishop asserted that because
offense is statistically untrue, as will be
some
persons
under
the
eariier
Psychothe civil commitment system - is filling in The way the statutory language ...is
discussed thoroughly infra.]
the gaps, the places where the criminal worded that we have, the inability or pathic Personality law have never been
At 49:45, Bishop summarized by stating
convicted,
this
is
"not
just"
a
way
to
keep
system hasn't provided a sufficient level unwillingness to control is something that
that, beyond the criminal law and Ml & D
of protection for society. It's predicted the person would have demonstrated in sex convicts locked up. He argues that it
commitment, the SPP/SDP bill creates a
that after the next few years the use of their course of sexual misconduct. So it is because "convictions cannot be obthird way to keep someone locked up
tained'
that
sex
offender
commitment
the civil commitment statute will fall off is something that we anticipate would be
because the enhanced criminal sentenc- demonstrated in the behavior..." (This must be resorted to. [This flatly implies [obviously betraying the real intent for
es that we saw a few years age will start shows the twisted circular definition that that commitment is to be used simply as preventive detention, interchangeable
to take greater effect. But it seems to me advances the proposition that one's past a substitute for criminal convictions, as with criminal sentences.]
Immediately after this (50:20), in answer
that until that happens, and probably sex-crime record is enough to show at well as a means to keep those convicted
even after it happens, in my view we're least unwillingness to curb one's conduct, locked up after their sentences end.l to a question posed by Rep. Betterman
still going to need a civil commitment therefore meaning that the past crimes Bishop also explained that it was be- as to why we don't just use the criminal
system for the relatively few cases, com- alone can show current volitional impair- cause of the holding in Linehan that the law to keep these people locked up,
element of utter lack of control was ruled Bishop stated that the criminal law as it
pared to the number of cases that are ment and hence justify commitment.)
as factually missing in that case that the now is does not allow it. Thus, released
handled through the criminal system, the
very small number of cases, where the On August 31, 1994, each house of the bill does away with that reguirement. sex offenders are free to do further crime.
public deserves and demands some Minnesota Legislature convened simulta- [This was an implicit admission that the Commitment under the mentally ill and
extra level of protections." (This again neously in special session for the pur- concern of the bill was pure preventive dangerous statute and this SPP/SDP bill
attempts to reduce commitment to a pose of passage of the MCCTA of 1994. detention, with no regard for whether the are the only bases on which we "can hold
public protection device, ignoring the In the Minnesota House of Representa- feared sex crime would stem from any someone." [This rationale for SPP/SDP
constitutionally required elements and tives, Representative Skoglund bluntly lack of impulse control, or instead simply commitments now (at the end of sex
the rights of a commitment respondent.) stated that the reason why the bill was from a general motivation to commit a offender sentences) in turn belies the
1st Batch. Set L DJskJI @ 11:59 & needed is that, under In re Blodgett, the sex crime.] Bishop conceded that these 'treatment rationale'; othenwise, convicts
original Psychopathic Personality law sex offenders are not mentally ill, but serving sentences should be committed
14:45: Rep. Bishop: "...The Supreme doesn't work so well at confining those need to be confined iust as if they were while still having considerable portions of
their sentences yet to serve
Court of Minnesota, has said the lan- thought to need to be confined. This [for preventive detention].
At 53:50, Bishop observed that under
guage of the law to lock someone showed that the primary aim of the At 45:45, Bishop continued, stating that
up...because of their inherent danger... MCCTA of 1994 was to achieve and to the presence of the first two SDP ele- the criminal law, the Legislature cannot
But they don't fit a definition in the psy- maintain such confinement of those ments ipso facto satisfies the third (last) extend sentences, just because someone
chiatrist's hand book of mentally ill. So thought to be dangerous (Running Time: reguired element of "likely" commission of "looks dangerous" [implying that the
a future sex crime. [Note that the first purpose of the bill is to effect this outwe have to have some other category 9:10).
that the psychiatrists will support, to keep Skoglund (at 26:10) went on to declare element is merely a past record of sex come]. Bishop follows up on this at 55:35
them locked up, when they're not being that the bill is intended to cover those crime(s) and the second is only a 'sexual, by stating, "We'll deal with the criminal
locked up because of their crime. who premeditate their crimes. Skoglund personality, or other mental disorder or law next year." [Again, this implies that
They're being locked up because of the concedes that most children aren't dysfunction." Thus, without any causal the current need is to serve as a substifuture possibilities of repeating the "snatched and sexually assaulted"; they relationship between that second element tute, stop-gap, in order to effect prevencrime..." "What we need to do is to are groomed for an extensive preceding and a subsequent sex crime, let alone tive detention othenA/ise served by the
frame the language that will meet the time ("courted") by their ultimate abuser. any lack of impulse control, the implicit criminal law, once projected to include
new standards of the Supreme Court of [This cleariy shows that the bill was not aim was not to address such lack of indeterminate sentencing and extreme
Minnesota and perhaps the Supreme limited to those who act on impulse and impulse control, but simply to confine mandatory minimums.
Court of the United States to keep some- have trouble controlling that impulse. It is anyone with a sex-crime record and any
At 1:01:30, Rep. Betterman agreed that
one locked up, not for a crime that they instead intended as a comprehensive disorder or "dysfunction."]
"We do need to protect the public safety.
have committed, but for a crime that we measure aimed at averting all sex offens- At 46:10, Bishop added that county She added that she looks fonward to the
expect them to commit, and to keep them es, such that the mere act of the offense attorneys have asked for immediate 1995 criminal law proposals, including a
locked up because of their danger and is what is intended to be suppressed by passage of the bill, so those about to be death penalty for repeated sex offenses
their habitual dangerousness." (Once the bill, regardless whether or not caused released, and those already released. [showing the bare animus behind the
by impulse, and (because of pre-crime
(Continued from page 6)
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MCCTA].
At 1:02:05, Rep. Vallenga offered this
explanation for the motivation behind the
bill: "One major reason why we're enacting this bill is that rape sentences have
become shorter. [A lie] The act of rape striking at one's intimacy core ~ makes it
so dangerous [thus making the nature of
the crime, not the mental state of the
offender, the ground for commitment].
We now have a life without parole penalty for recidivating rapists. If those we are
now concerned about had committed
their crimes more recently, we would not
be talking about a need to use civil commitment; they would be in prison for life
without parole."
At 1:05:00, Vallenga added that she
worked on the bill that created that lifewithout-parole penalty.
She worried
nonetheless about those who knew that
they would be subject to it, and would
therefore murder the victim in an attempt
to get away with it. So she thanks Rep.
Skoglund & his staff for the SPP/SDP bill
[implying that it is to prevent such crimes
through preventive detention].
At 1:06:00, Vallenga concluded by
declaring that nothing compares to the
violation of one's "personhood" that rape
comprises; that's why we need this bill
for sex offenders, and not for other offenders. [Again, the aim is preventive
detention of sex offenders to prevent sex
offenses, simply because of the grievous
impact of sexual victimization]
At 1:06:45, Rep. Sviggum concurred
that we all want to feel safe; that's why
we need this bill [again, through preventive detention]. At 1:08:00, he added that
he had wanted to know whether persons
in society would be deterred from committing crimes by this bill. His research
concluded that the answer is "yes."
Thus, Gov. Carison wasrightto call this
special session, "to protect the citizens of
this state." [These points continue the
themes of criminal deterrence and of
preventive detention.]
At 1:08:00, he concluded by stating that
we're hoping that this bill's provisions as
to the elements of past criminal record
and future likelihood of crime "will be
ample to protect society." Our job today
as legislators is "to protect the citizens of
Minnesota." [once again, ignoring the
issues of any actual mental illness or
actual disorder, and of the existence of
any real treatment, and of any actual
serious impairment of volitional selfcontrol over sexual impulses.
In sum, the foregoing statements by
House members show that the main, if
not the nearly exclusive concern of the
House, was to effect preventive detention, almost certainly for a sex offender's
natural life.
Numerous comments in that Special
Session of the Minnesota House of Representatives implied an interchangeability
between use of this law and use of the

Minn. LEXIS 501 [June 30, 1994]), noted Cleariy, all of the foregoing excerpts
that the Minnesota Supreme Court held from the recorded legislative proceedthat Linehan did not meet the second test ings, repeatedly show intense and overof the Psychopathic Personality law: utter bearing animus, including not just disparlack of control of sexual impulses. At agement, but blatant and shameless
22:15, discussing the Rici<myer case {In dehumanization of those who legislators
Re the Matter of Peter Richard Rickmyer.hoped to subject to the confinement they
1993 Minn. App. LEXIS 1143 [Minn. App. repeatedly mentioned as the most imNovember 23, 1993]), Betzold noted that portant aspect of the bill.
Thi.s i.s a Predator.
the Minnesota Supreme Court held that •The law's harsh real-worid impact or
the touchings/spankings in that case did effects, including injury to the tangible
criminal law for the purposed of achiev- not constitute infliction of serious mental or dignitary interests of the disadvaning such long-term or natural-life deten- harm as contemplated by the Psycho- taged group (effectual). (See Romer.
tion. Invitation of sex-crime victims and pathic Personality law; hence Rickmyer's 517 U.S. at 627-28; Windsor, 133 S.Ct.
their families to that Special Session crime did not constitute the required injury at 2693-95. See also Washington. 426
strongly suggests the vindictive nature of or pain. At 22:40, Betzold discussed the U.S. at 242 (consideration of law's
Sc/)wen/r7gercase {In the Matter of James disparate impact). The Court has not
the legislative proceeding.
In that House session, virtually no Lee Schweninger. 520 N.W.2d 446; 1994 explained why a law's harmful impact is
expressions were made as to any real Minn. App LEXIS 783 [Minn. App. August a sign that animus motivated its pasrole of treatment, and no one expressed 16, 1994]), which held that a nonviolent sage. It may be that the Court believes
any concern that commitment should pedophile did not constitute psychopathic the Congress is likely to have intended
only be for the term minimally necessary personality because his actions were the tangible and dignitary damage the
to render such treatment. Reference to planned & calculated, rather than impul- law actually inflicted. This may or may
"the disorder" in the singular reveals sive (and which therefore did not present not be true in a given case. Congress
legislators' thinking that any motivation any proof of future dangerousness), and might not have foreseen or given any
to commit a sex crime was their real which did not include any violence - in thought to the negative impact. But in
concern, as if the sheer fact of the exist- which the dissent stated that, regardless of the case of DOMA, which purposefully
ence of any such motivation was itself a a lack of violence, children still suffer affected thousands of provisions in the
harm.) [Note that this discussion of United States Code, the idea that Con"disorder."
Repeatedly, concern for public safety Schweninger implies that the goal of the gress couldn't have foreseen any conas a justification for such preventive MCCTA is pure incapacitation for the sequences is hard to credit. Congress
detention was voiced. Very cleariy, a purpose of preventing crimes that could at the very least had constructive
number of statements made betray an cause "harm." Overall, the focus on these knowledge of the consequences. In the
emotional state of great anger about the three cases shows that the legislative case of DOMA. evidence of impact is
nature of sex offenses, as a reason for intent behind the MCCTA of 1994 was to thus the kind of evidence from which an
inflicting natural-life confinement under remove the commitment requirements of inference about purpose and motivation
volitional impairment, for injury or serious can be drawn
the bill.
As to the harsh reality that lengthy,
These statements show that the real mental harm of victims, for violence, and
almost certainly
natural-life-duration
for
impulse
in
other
words,
to
substanlegislative aim behind the SPP/SDP Act
tially broaden the coverage of sex offender detention under the MCCTA of 1994 is
was permanent preventive detention.
almost exclusively for additional retribuThe following is a summary of state- commitment in Minnesota.]
tion, deterrence, and continued incapaciments contained in the audio recording At 25:10, Betzold asserts that people can
tation, and therefore is not a non-punitive
of the August 31, 2014 Special Session be held under commitment even if there is
goal, and hence points to animus and no
no
cure,
as
long
as
treatment
is
provided.
floor discussion in the Minnesota Senate
other aim. Paragraphs 303-363 of Secsupporting the conclusion that the princi- [This was meant to connote that, by meretion X. are hereby realleged, republished,
ly
claiming
a
permanent
sexual
orientation,
ple focus or main aim of the SPP/SDP
and incorporated here by this reference.
Act is to serve as a means of post- such as pedophilia, is a "disorder," it magiMSOP has never voluntarily fully disincarcerative preventive detention and/or cally becomes 'constitutional' to prevencharged anyone committed to its detentively
detain
a
person
with
that
orientation
as an augmentation of the criminal law
tion facilities in Moose Lake and St. Peter
for the purpose of increasing confine' for the rest of his life, regardless of lack of
since its inception in 1994. (Only one
volitional
impairment
or
any
scientifically
ment. Again, each statement includes
has been released - involuntarily.) The
the approximate running time in the demonstrable high likelihood or sexual renumber of committed individuals detained
recording at which it starts, and the offense later.]
at these two facilities currently numbers
speaker's identity. Bracketed material is At 38:00, (discussing SRB petitions)
approximately 740 (excluding the apeditorial explanation.
Betzold states that "unless all parties are proximately 63 who have died while
At Running Time 12:55, bill-co-sponsor onboard, these petitions are always de- detained therein). MSOP itself has proSenator Betzold admitted that the term nied." [This was stated with his approval, jected that this number will grow to 1,215
"psychopathic personality" was an out- in support of the new SDP law. By this, he committed individuals by 2022. Even
dated term even at the time of the origi- meant to imply that no releases from though it is undisputed that there are
nal Psychopathic Personality commit- MSOP will ever be possible without per- committed individuals who meet the
ment act was enacted in Minnesota law mission by MSOP officials themselves, criteria for reduction in custody or who no
in 1939. That phrase had been dropped and that, in reality, the contested release longer meet the criteria for commitment
by the psychiatric community about a procedure erected by the MCCTA of 1994 who continue to be confined at the
hundred years ago (i.e., by the end of will always be a mere exercise in futility for MSOP, only a handful now expect to
the 1880sl. Yet, at 16:20, Sen. Betzold all who are committed.]
achieve "provisional discharge, and no
admitted that, since the late 1980s, the At 40:30, Betzold added: "I want to as- one has any realistic hope of ever being
Psychopathic Personality law has been sure the public that the doors will not open, fully discharged from of this 'civil' commitused to a far greater degree than ever and [committed] sex offenders will not be ment.
before.
released" [implying that without the proAt 21:50, Betzold, discussing the posed Act, this would happen, and that
Linehan case {In re Matter of Dennis with it, none would ever be released].
(Continued on page 9)
Daroi Linehan. 518 N.W.2d 609; 1994
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former recidivists) are hereby realleged Allegations in this Third Amended Com- on the entire system of risk assessment
and incorporated here by this reference, plaint point out that Minnesota already Confinement (presumably for life) under
as confirming the legislative animus and had a sex offender civil commitment so-called civil commitment is an outcome
'The utter failure of alternative explana- disparaging and harmful intent of the statute (the original "Psychopathic Per- enormously more severe than the most
tions to offer legitimate ends along with MCCTA.
sonality" statute). That predecessor- onerous burdens or registration and
means that really advance those ends Further, all of the further allegations in statute had never been deemed to be so community notification. In this compara(pretextual). (See Moreno, 413 U.S. at this Third Amended Complaint as cited inflawed as to require its replacement until tive context, then, utter unpredictability of
537; Cleburne, 473 U.S. at 449-50; this listing paragraph are also hereby the failed commitments of two notorious later recidivism shows sex offender comRomer, 517 U.S. at 635; Windsor, 133 realleged and incorporated here, as sex offenders: Dennis Linehan and Peter mitment to be an unforgiveable injustice,
S.Ct. at 2693-94. Concern about using supporting the animus motivation of the Rickmyer. The original Psychopathic based solely upon crystal ball gazing,
pretext to justify an unconstitutional act Minnesota Legislature in passing the Personality statute had been in place even further clouded by the extreme
is as old as McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 MCCTA of 1994;
since 1939. In all interceding years, the prejudice of the gazing judges.
U.S. 316, 423 [1819] [Congress may not
Section XII.N., Paragraphs 484-489 particular 'lack-of-control' element of that
accomplish an unconstitutional objective
(prediction of future individual behavior statute (requiring an "utter" lack of control Aaron J. Kivisto, "Risk & Redemption:
under the pretext of using its constituis impossible; the baselessness of the over sexual impulses) was never deemed Does Social Science Support the Astional powers.].)
assertions that 'the past is the best inadequate to protect the public in Minne- sumption of Lifelong Risk for Sexually
sota. In eariy 1994, the Minnesota Su- Violent Predators?", Res Gestae 18 (May
As to the MCCTA of 1994, it is held that,
predictor of the future');
even though the terms "clinical psycho- Section XII.0.1., Paragraphs 503-518 preme Court simply held that Linehan 2017)
path" and "sexual psychopathic personali(the SPP element of lack of "adequate himself did not have that requisite utter fText Excerpts:]
ty" may sound alike, they are not the
control" and Minnesota case law ap- lack of control over such sexual impulses (p. 19:) "...Despite the soft deadline of
same, /n re Whitley. 2010 WL 1192307, i plying the standard of "serious difficul- in 1994. In simple terms, it was the job of 2011 for states to implement SORNA at *6-7 (Minn. App. 2010). Effectively,
ty" in controlling harmful sexual behav- Minnesota courts (in Linehan's case, with penalties of up to 10 percent of
Whitley thereby concedes that Minneso- ior presume such a lack from the mere culminating in the Minnesota Supreme federal Byrne funds as a consequence of
ta's so-called Sexually Psychopathic
existence of a "disorder" or from a Court) to make this determination. While failure to implement - to date only 17
the 1994 Legislature was upset about the
Personality law has nothing to do with
criminal record);
states are considered by the Office of
mental/emotional pathology.
Instead, Section XII.S.3., Paragraphs 563-588 (in fact that Linehan was about to go free, in Justice Programs to have reached a level
that
case
there
was
no
evidence
which
MCCTA of 1994 commitment cases,
of substantial implementation.4 Indiana
that statute is simply a deliberately broad,
judicial rejection of sound science as the Supreme Court had ignored. The is not among them. Many states have
vague dragnet of a legislatively invented
to the drastically reduced sex offense absence of any proof in that case that Mr. cited the cost of SORNA implementation
standard. In other words, it simply identirecidivism with increasing age includ- Linehan suffered from such an inability to as a barrier.5 An analysis by the Justice
fies a class of individuals singled out as
control such sexual impulses was an
ing biological impacts of aging);
Policy Institute estimated that it would
targets of animus vilification and subjectundenied and undeniable fact.
Section
XII.Z.,
Paragraphs
915-965
(The
cost Indiana $10,291,799 to implement
ed to the harm of permanent preventive
MCCTA of 1994, as construed and
SORNA, whereas the state was anticipatdetention.
applied, is punitive, showing its animus
All allegations appearing at Paragraphs
[The M C C T A of 1994] is simply a ed to lose only $369,603 in federal Byrne
motivation and disparaging and harmfunding."
256 (relating to the Stone v. Johnson
deliberately broad, vague dragnet
ful intent); and
Piper case) through 265 (relating to lack
of a legislatively invented standard (p. 22:) "Emerging research suggests
of MSOP discharges) of Section X of the Section XIII., Paragraphs 984-1106 (As
that SORNA's purely offense-based
intended by the MCCTA of 1994, as
Facts section, supra, are hereby realclassification system results in significant
construed and applied, under state
leged and republished here and incorporeconfigurations of states' sex offender
law, a defendant in a Minnesota SPP/
rated here by this reference. Additionally,
registration roles. In one study, for examSDP commitment case has no signifiRisk? Or Redemption? ple, researchers analyzed data from Ohio
all further allegations of Section X.C.5.
cant procedural rights, showing the
(Paragraphs 289-294) are likewise realand Oklahoma, which were among the
animus motivation and harmful intent
leged, etc. here by this reference. All of
first states to implement a large-scale
Editor's
Note:
The
SORNA
Tier
system
of that Act).
said allegations further indicate the nondiscussed below, where adopted by a overhaul of their existing classification
existence of any other explanation provid- As in Romer. at 633 (1996), the allegastate, governs what particulars of regis- guidelines in favor of SORNA's 3-tiered,
ing any legitimate end for the MCCTA of tions of this Third Amended Complaint
tration and community notification a given purely offense-based system. Prior to
1994. The disproportionate severity of comprise discriminations of an unusual
sex offender will be subject to after re- SORNA implementation, Ohio utilized a 3
MSOP commitment described there character, which especially require carelease from confinement. The differences i -tier classification system distinguishing
further shows that no plausible alternative ful consideration. Further, both the legisin kind and in time period during which between 'sexually oriented offenders,'
explanation exists for the MCCTA other lative history and text of the MCCTA of
such
requirements apply vary dramatical- deemed to be the lowest risk; moderate
1994 demonstrate a desire on the part of
than such animus.
ly
among
the three tiers of that system. risk 'habitual sexual offenders,' and highIn addition, all allegations of Paragraphs the Minnesota Legislature to interfere The requirements of Tier 1 can be fairiy risk 'sexual predators.' Oklahoma had
457 and 458-464 of Sections XII.J. and with the equal rights and dignity acknowl- described as a substantial inconvenience, previously distinguished 'aggravated' and
K., infra (relating to the Minnesota appel- edged as to individuals who have served while those of Tier 3 have been described 'habitual' sex offenders, representing the
highest risk, from all sex offenders. Only
late cases. In re Ramey. In re Garza: andtheir sentences or who, although still as unlivable.
20 and 34 percent of offenders were
In re Ince). are hereby realleged and under parole, are in compliance with its
However, this excerpt is included here
classified as high risk under Ohio and
incorporated here by this reference, as terms. Third, the principal effect of the
for a different reason: Note the observaOklahoma's registration systems prior to
confirming the legislative intent of the MCCTA of 1994 and also practice pursution below that risk assessment
reclassification, respectively. Strikingly,
MCCTA of 1994 to dispense with the ant to it show that it is a system-wide
"accuracy" of the criminal record-only
following SORNA implementation, both
constitutional reguirement for a serious enactment. Lastly, there is no legitimate
considerations
in
this
federally
created
states witnessed a major upward realigndifficulty in controlling sexual impulses legislative purpose that overcomes the
tier system is less than that of actuarial
ment in sex offender classification levels
(instead, to the contrary, requiring a impermissible purpose to disparage and
tools in common use as to sex offenders.
- whereas a majority of sex offenders in
person under commitment petition or to injure Plaintiffs.
Bear in mind in this connection that (as
both states had been classified in lower
commitment order thereunder to show Sheer disdain for sex crimes and particcountless excerpts in previous editions of
risk categories prior to SORNA, this trend
that he has "adequate control to avoid ulariy for sex offenders, and especially for
TLP
have
concluded)
the
"accuracy"
of
fully reversed itself post-SORNA implecommitment or to regain his freedom those who have committed more than
one sex offense, was a powerful part of those actuarial risk assessment tools still mentation, with a majority of sex offendafter commitment).
the motivation of Minnesota legislators in hovers around the sheer-chance level of
Distinctly, all allegations of Paragraphs 1994 for creating a means of sex offender a coin flip. Given this fact, the New York ers categorized as Tier 3. For example,
467-483 of Sections XII.M., infra • commitment wtiich could serve as an finding that Tier 1 releasees reoffended at whereas 66 percent of offenders were
(showing that high sex-crime recidivism is effective extension of incarceration after higher rates that those in Tier 3 is hardly classified in lower risk tiers in Oklahoma
(Continued on page 10)
a baseless myth; on the contrary, low sex i the end of sex offenders' prison terms. surprising. This casts still greater doubt
-crime recidivism is universal, even as to

(Continued from page I

(Continued from page 9)

forced to live under the kinds of laws he
has championed. The film inten/veaves
intimate portraits of men and women who
have been branded sex offenders with
the heartbreaking stories of those who
have suffered sexual abuse. It is a film
that pushes viewers toward an uncomfortable place, requiring them to walk in
the shoes of those who have survived
sexual abuse, but to still bear witness to
the experiences of those we revile.
•Winner of the Albert Maysles New
Documentary Director Award at the
Tribeca Film Festival
•Winner of the jury prize at the Berkshire
International Film Festival
•Winner of the SIMA Impact Award for
Transparency""

intended
tarSisyphus would
gets.
If Un- agree with the futilitouchable is to ty of constantly trybe believed - ing to prove that one
and its statisti- is not dangerous.
cal case appears reasonably solid - then
that's a forceful
repudiation of
how we think
about, and treat,
sex offenders."

The court-appointed expert witness
conceded that, given actuarial statistics
and his advanced age, had no more than
a 1% percent chance (at worst) of recidivism. Even the prosecutor endorsed this
opinion. Yet the jury decided to commit
the man.
Baffled, the judge took the unusual step
of asking why, in light of that evidence of
99% certainty that the man would never
sexually offend again, the jury reached
that verdict. Their response is as chilling
as it is telling: They responded that, as
far as they were concerned, that tiny
sliver of a possibility of re-offense was a
risk they found too high to allow the man
to have the remainder of his life to live
unconflned.
This is tellihg in that it shows how overterrified and at the same time unreasonably inflamed average citizens have become as to the image they mentally
behold when gazing at a former sex
offender.
It is also chilling in showing how complete an abdication American citizens
have undergone from even basic human
compassion and the most elemental
notion of second-chances.
The fact that even a septuagenarian
was deemed fit subject for such extreme
renewed condemnation to natural-life
pseudo-imprisonment speaks volumes,
allright— but not about the target of that
modem-day lynch-mobbery, but about
those who convince themselves such
action is reasonable now, and who deny
the obvious: that their decision was rooted only in their recently-aroused sense of
retrospective rage at the sex crime itself
for which he had served so many years in
prison. That is not justice, and it is not
humane.
Have sorrow for this poor man. Have
grave concern for the future of American
humanity for being so easily led to lifeand-death decisions based purely on
hatred. It is time to ask ourselves:
Where have we been going, and why?

prior to SORNA reclassification, nearly 84
percent were classified in Tier 3 (high
risk) after reclassification,,,.
"In one [study], commissioned by the
National Institute of Justice, researchers
compared the predictive accuracy of
SORNA classification guidelines to actuarial hsk assessment guidelines with a
sample of 1,789 adult sex offenders in
Minnesota, New Jersey, Florida and
South Carolina, Comparative results of
these approaches to classification
(offense-based versus actuarial riskEditor's Commentary: Make no mistake:
based) resoundingly failed to support the
It is gratifying to learn of a film that highvalidity of SORNA's 3-tiered offenselights the near-untouchable status to
based system. Specifically, across all
which being designated as a registered
analyses, SORNA's offense-based syssex offender reduces one.
tem was either completely unrelated to
However, the comparative plight of sex
future sexual offending or in some cases Nick Schager, "Untouchable," {Titus
offenders subjected to so-called commitwas actually inversely related to recidi- House Newsletter. Feb., 2019, p. 2
ment after the end of their prison terms is
vism such that Tier 1 offenders were [Text excerpt:]
not just being designated as untouchable,
found to recidivate at rates higher than "...According to [the film] Untouchable,but is being relegated to the crudest kind
there's a reason most Americans think of banishment imaginable.
Tier 3 offenders."
(pp. 22-3:) "...[T]hese findings are neariy sex offenders, and pedophiles in particu- In olden times, to be banished meant
identical to results from another study in lar, are incurable, and thus destined to being exiled. It didn't matter where one
New York State in which 17,000 sex relapse: 2002's [case] McKune v. Llle, inwent, just that one could not remain in the
offenders were reclassified into SORNA's which Supreme Court Justice Anthony country of banishment. However, in
offense-based tiers and, contrary to Kennedy wrote in a plurality opinion that modern times, except for deposed rulers,
expectations, offenders classified as Tier there was a 'frightening and high risk of banishment no longer exists.
1 (i.e.,towrisk)recidivated at/iig/ier rates recidivism' for such predators, and that Ironically, banishment as a penalty was
'the rate of recidivism of untreated offend- rejected as a penalty for the then-new
than those in Tiers 2 and 3.19"
ers has been estimated as high as 80 American republic on grounds that to strip
Notes:
4 Office of
Justice Programs. percent.' That statement has since been one of his citizenship and send him forth
"Jurisdictions substantially implement used in numerous legal verdicts as well without a country would be both an unusex offender registration and notifica- as to support countless pieces of state sual and a very cruel punishment.
tion act," Dept. of Justice, http:// and local legislation aimed at curbing the However, now, this very same country
rights of those found guilty of crimes — indeed, the only country on the planet
oip.qov/newsroom/
pressreleases/2013/oippr110813.pdf. against kids. In doing so, it's become de to do so — countenances the permanent
facto common wisdom, almost universally removal from society and relegation to
5 Jennifer Wang, "Paying the piper: The
accepted as a bedrock truth about indi- permanent
pseudo-incarceration
cost of compliance with the Federal
viduals who possess child pornography (presumptively until death) of persons
Sex Offender Registration and Notifior abuse (or have improper relations with) otherwise entitled to release after serving
cation Act.," 59 New York Law School
a minor.
prescribed penalties for crimes they
l.aw Rev. 681-705 (2014-15).
The problem? The sole piece of evi- committed decades ago, simply because
^9Naomi Freeman et al., "The Adam
Walsh Act: A False Sense of Security dence that led Kennedy to make such a that/those crime(s) was/were sexual
of Effective Public Policy Initiative?", bold claim came from a 1986 Psychology misdeeds — a category of crime recently
21 Criminal Justice Policy Review 31- Today article written by Ronald Longo, a uniquely subjected to enormous fearcounselor who ran a treatment program and hate-mongering by those with politi49 (2009).
in an Oregon prison - and there was cal axes to grind.
absolutely no statistical basis for his "80 As to such crimes, the sentencing judg"Untouchable:
Film Synopsis," percent" assertion. Moreover, Longo es way-back-then knew all of the facts
www,untouchablefilm.com/about-the-film himself has since rejected that figure....
relevant to the possibility of re-offense on
(2019)
The reason the aforementioned McKune the part of those they sentenced. Despite
[Text in full:] "When the most powerful V. Lile decision is so stunning is that, by this, now, modern-day witch-finders get to
lobbyist in Florida discovers that the all accounts, actual sex-offender recidi- come to court under guise as "experts" (in
nanny has sexually abused his daughter, vism rates are low. In three-year studies a field known to have no scientific certainhe harnesses his extraordinary political done by Connecticut, Alaska, Nebraska, ty), claiming, based solely on the purest
power to pass the toughest sex offender Maine, New York and California, recidi- of junk-science and extremist hysteria,
laws in the nation. Untouchable chroni- vism figures are generally less than 4 that those original judges were wrong. In
percent - hardly a 'frightening and high' fact, they brazenly claim that now
figure. Furthermore, most conclude that (despite the given offender's advanced
Untouchability? Sex Of- there's no correlation between recidivism
age and complete docility in all intervenfender Commitment as rates and geographic proximity, meaning ing years) he represents a monstrous and
Questions? Comments!
the laws passed to keep registered sex
the Ultimate Banishment offenders from living close to schools, intolerably highriskof sexual re-offense. This is TLPs contact data:
How high? A recent case from WisconCyrus P. Gladden II
playgrounds, or other kid-centric areas
to Devil's Island
sin may illustrate this intolerable quan1111 Highway 73
generally have no impact; if wrongdoers
tum: A 71-year-old man, after serving
Moose Lake, MN 55767
cles his crusade, and its impact on the are likely to seek prey nearby, it's often in over 30 years in prison for a sex crime,
Voicemail (for 15 second message):
lives of several of the 800,000 people their own homes, or in churches or edu- was tried for a sex-offender commitment.
cational settings, where they know their
218.351.1900, ext'n 99042
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